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Elegant
lines
and
spacious
functionality are the qualities that
have driven the development and
execution of Keith Melbourne’s
intelligent new modular furniture
collection, Avion. The collection
displays a refined language of soft
forms and continuous lines, creating
a sophisticated network that flows
effortlessly through space. The
design process centred upon the
user, ensuring the experience of
Avion is simultaneously functional
and nurturing.
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Avion is a soft architectural system
of modular wall, seating and table
elements that provide for a variety of
functions. Its limitless flexibility provides a
capacity to embrace and respond to the
experimentation and evolution occurring
in flexible work places today. Avion
invites a new approach to designing
commercial environments, creating
holistic contemporary workplaces by
reducing the scale of spatial design to
that of furniture.
The upholstered walls that act as the
spine of Avion’s modular system create
the opportunity for contrasting functions
to co-exist in close proximity, providing
excellent visual and acoustic separation
within a compact network of comfortable
and generous workspaces. The highly
considered
proportions,
functional
details and ergonomic forms culminate
into a luxurious collection supporting
both focus and collaboration.
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SHELL

Avion Shell Lounge comprises of luxurious
upholstered seating elements integrated
into the soft forms of Avion’s upholstered
wall system. Single, two and three seat
lounges can be connected into a seemingly
limitless
number
of
sophisticated
configurations to suit any interior or
function. High or low wall options offer
varying degrees of privacy or openness
between shell lounges. Unique and inviting
work spaces can be created to suit informal
individual or group work. Functionality is
enhanced through seamlessly integrated
accessories, including work tables, power,
USB charging and custom coat hooks.
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POD

Avion Pod is a refined offering of
individual touchdown work spaces
that are cosy and compact without
compromising
on
functionality.
Designed with a strong focus on
functionality, each pod includes a
single upholstered seat, generous
work table and shelf, with seamlessly
integrated options for power and
USB/wireless charging. A custom
designed wall light further enhances
the experience of Avion Pods. The
upholstered walls that act as the spine
of Avion’s modular system allow the
creation of a network of tightly-knit
work pods flowing through a space.
These configurations provide excellent
visual and acoustic separation
between pods, whilst maintaining an
openness to the surrounding space.
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WORK

Avion Work allows for the creation
beautiful and functional focused work
spaces, with desking integrated into the
soft forms of Avion’s upholstered wall
system. This truly modular system allows
the creation of a seemingly endless variety
of configurations. Desks are available for
both one and two people, with provision
for mounting at two different heights. A
custom designed table light further the
experience of the Avion Work spaces.
Power, charging and Avion table lamps
can be integrated into each work
station, with standard provision for cable
reticulation through the wall system.
The wall structure provides excellent
visual and acoustic separation within the
compact network of spaces. The design
process for this collection has centred
upon the user, ensuring each work station
provides the space and proportions
required to work comfortably.
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MEET

Avion Meet accommodates collaboration
with comfort and elegance. Meeting rooms
exist in generous two, four and six person
capacities with sophisticated, integrated
upholstered lounging and tables. Media
wall variations are also available, for use with
freestanding task chairs.
Power, charging, screen mounting and Avion
lighting can be optioned to provide a fullyfunctional place for team members to collect
and communicate. A network of tightly-knit
meeting rooms can be built together with
Avion’s modular wall system, an efficient
alternative to building individual meeting
spaces. The upholstered walls provide
acoustic and visual separation from other
meeting rooms and the outside space.
Meet configurations can equally be built with
low-height walls to achieve a greater sense of
openness and connection through a space.
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FREE

The Avion freestanding furniture
collection
extends
upon
the
refined language of soft forms and
continuous lines that is displayed
in the modular soft architectural
collection, bringing the luxurious
nature associated with high end
residential furniture to the workplace.
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C R E AT E

Avion Create enables work, meet and
lounge to be seamlessly combined
through the truly modular nature of this
furniture system. The design process
has prioritised creating a system
with maximum modularity, offering
designers the freedom to create specific
configurations, elegantly and efficiently
fulfilling the varied requirements of a
modern workspace. The soft forms of
Avion’s upholstered wall system allow
contrasting functions to coexist in close
proximity in a way that pairs acoustic
and visual separation with a sense of
openness. Avion Create’s standard
configurations showcase the possibilities
of this collection, illustrating how an
endless number of versatile, compact
networks of flexible working spaces can
be created.
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